European Sport event for youth
Call for partners

Alpine Style Week
in Grenoble, French Alps

Practice Mountaineering
Celebrate Mountain spirit
Bring gender equalities to the summit
One week...

to practice mountain activities

The April’s week will be a time to do:

- Alpinism
- Hiking
- Climbing
- Ski-touring
- Fat bike
- Via ferrata

To discover new culture

12 countries

Youth from 14 to 17 years old. Small groups of different backgrounds will be created to share their practices and knowledge.

to bring the girls to the top

Exchange practices
Movies
Conferences about gender equalities

to celebrate Olympic Games

Participation to Grenoble events for the celebration of the 1968th Olympic games (exhibitions, movies…)
The project in a few words

Why participating?
- To promote mountain sports, cultures and territories among European youth
- To highlight the educational interest of mountain activities for the youth
- To use mountain activities as an intercultural tool
- To fight against gender inequalities in sport by opening debate
- To promote values such as solidarity, diversity, respect in sport
- To develop useful tools for the participants once back home in their own organizations

When?
- One week of activities and celebrations on April 2018
- Preparation from September 2017 to March 2018
- Communication until June 2018

Where?
Grenoble and surrounding mountains (France). It’s located in the heart of the Alps it’s a good opportunity for the young to improve it. There is several mountains around the city to practice easily.

Who can join the project?
Any youth organization or mountain club working with youth and developing mountain activities for all.
1 organization per country, coming from:
Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Ireland, Greece, Spain, Croatia, Italy, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Hungary, Malta, Netherlands, Austria, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Slovakia, Finland, Sweden, United Kingdom, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Liechtenstein, Norway, Turkey

Group size:
- 10 youths (from 14 to 17 years old)
- 2 leaders per country
- gender equality

How much does it cost?
European union funds (Erasmus +) will cover all expenses (accommodation, travel cost, activities, group preparation, communication, leaders..). The deadline fixed to the application is on April 2017.

How can I apply?
Registration is open until 12 March 2017, on the form.

If you have any question please contact us.
Juliette Guignouard : juliette@coordination-montagne.fr
César Ghaouti : cesar@coordination-montagne.fr
+33.6.70.61.93.51 or +33.4.76.51.75.41
Who are the Coordination Montagne ?

The French Coordination Montagne («mountain coordination») was founded in 2012 in Chamonix-Mont-Blanc by mountaineering foundations to defend mountaineering values. It is the national union for French mountain federations, clubs, mountain guides, professionals and environmental associations. In 2017, the Mountain Coordination includes 20 members:

The coordination develops mountaineering activities and deals with:
- access to mountain practices
- regulation of mountain hut
- risks prevention
- youth training and mentoring
- Promotion of mountain activities and territories

The mountain coordination is used to make events.
- The GHM, one our member, organize the “Piolet d’Or” who recompenses major expedition on the world. It’s a way to celebrate the story of mountaineering.
- Since 2012, with our members we organize “The Mountain Public Meetings” to federate mountain actors around several questions of the mountain’s challenges. The focus this year was on the mountain’s opportunities to the young people. And we wish to continue this initial review with this European project.

You might find all information about us on our website www.coordination-montagne.fr (but unfortunately in french...)